Each work has a kind of spine holding it in space, reminding us of the
basic stuff from which we are made.
Bret Slater, the youngest artist of this group, perhaps best
captures the enigmatic quality of this exhibition by stating that paintings
exist as “inanimate beings with living souls.” His color is unmodulated,
flat, but its surface is palpable, almost sculptural. Animated edges and
shapes seduce with their
color. While borrowing everywhere from recent history, it is of no use in
grasping his work.
The work of David Reed most clearly ties this show to the
tradition of New York abstract, expressive art without being bound by its
past. His surfaces seem rational and forthright, juxtapositions of large
monochromatic gestures. Each movement is clearly articulated and poses
on the surface without reworking or second-guessing. His color is vibrant
and clean. Along with the other work in the show, his painting points a
way to the future for abstraction in which the material of paint is palpably
present, an equal participant in the conversation.
In the end, theory is not much help in approaching this show.
A viewer has to take each piece on its own terms. Each work gives
us what we need to experience it, but don’t expect to remain cool and
detached. One could come to this exhibition and feel everything from the
frenetic to the serene. One could sense an engagement with the universe
or a retreat to within, as Mark Rothko might. Or one can look at this
exhibition as Ad Reinhardt and conclude that it is just about the gesture
and color as it is applied, that’s what it really is.
But fortunately, we can do both without having to choose.
Jeannette Cole
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ost of the artists in Pouring it On do just this: apply paint in

and successfully stake their claim. On initial viewing, Wheat’s

loose and generous ways on top of surfaces sturdy enough to

imagery is wistful and emotive: suggestive of doll’s heads,

support it. They also paint on. And on. Taking cues from abstract

children’s drawings. But the ramped-up paint application imparts

expressionism, color field, finish-fetish, hard-edge abstractionism,

an unexpected and urgent physicality to the work; what may

neo-geo and the like, these artists not only work from this lineage,

be perceived as endearing is abruptly transformed into mask-

they actually work upon it, as if the very layers of paint themselves

like totemic or haunting symbols. Her earthy palette actually

embed the lineage that painting has assumed. That the doors of

suggests mid-20th century British painters such as Leon Kossoff

painting as practice and material are now so widely open is evident

or Frank Auerbach, but her startling, esoteric paint application

within the range of material processes, canny strategies, and sheer

makes the work truly her own.
Leslie Wayne doesn’t just pour, she slathers, scrapes,

sensual pleasure presiding over this exhibition.

cuts, peels, shaves, sculpts, rolls. She transforms paint into

Matthew Kolodziej’s work germinates from familiar
walks taken in and around Cleveland, Ohio—where he lives

wedges, blobs, and strips that are either directly applied to

and works—usually from building sites he describes as “places

a surface or made ahead of time, cut out, and adhered, at a

of transition.” Like an architect or builder, the artist constructs

later stage, into wet oil paint. There is an incredible heft to her

these paintings in various stages that begin with photographic

work that creates a “geography” or “terrain” of paint. Wayne

records of these meanderings. This photographic documentation

describes the physical swathes of material as “the color and

is projected up onto canvases, traced, then systematically worked

the form becoming one and the same.” In this sense, there is a

until the paintings reach a point of “fullness” – something that is

purposeful lack of illusion in her work. A self-described “process

not predetermined by the artist. The surfaces of his paintings are

painter,” Wayne is less concerned with depictions as she is with

embossed the way a foot treading on the ground might leave an

physical, actualized descriptions of organic matter around us,

imprint. His paintings draw a link between the impression the

everything from rock strata to fancily piped icing, from billowing

weight of the human body imparts into the ground and the touch

fabrics to Gaudi’s architecture.
Her work nods toward some of the gestural sweeping

of the hand making a painted mark on the canvas. Raised lines
appear as he pipes by squeezing gel medium out of bags used by

of a Willem de Kooning, Hans Hoffman, or Franz Kline, but as

pastry chefs. Into these lines he pours rivulets of paint that puddle

she says herself, “I have focused on condensing the expansive

and coalesce. Upon drying, the work is then sanded and repainted,

arena of heroic painting into a tiny format, forcing a shift between

layers simultaneously revealing and concealing. Initially applied

size and scale, as if the world were on a thimble.” An emphasis

heavy doses of paint are chipped away at, unearthed, producing

on the sensual, even decorative, properties of paint, evident in

an “archaeology” of painting. The resultant works echo certain

works such as The Mouth that Roared from 2000 and the Touch

works of George Condo, particularly the busy Cascading Butlers

of Beatriz from 1999, adds meaning to her work not apparent

from 2011 or Black and Red Compression from 2011. Or like a

in the work of the aforementioned male painters. Terms such

“geometric” Arshile Gorky, Kolodziej clearly acknowledges the

as “patter” and “decoration” can be applied to her work free of

painting history within which his work is steeped while viscerally

the pejorative meaning associated with them thirty years ago.

digging out his own path.

Wayne’s work seems to beg of us to be seduced by its physical
presence, unabashed lushness, and beauty.

Like Kolodziej, Summer Wheat playfully applies paint to

Upon first viewing of a Tomory Dodge painting, one is

her canvases with tools traditionally used for domestic rather than
artistic tasks. Despite being the only “figurative” artist in the show,

visually arrested by a cascade of brushstrokes. In Mumblecore,

her work comfortably and strategically straddles the objective and

from 2012, Dodge employs some strategies reminiscent of Jasper

non-objective, a place where many contemporary painters willfully

Johns’ “chevron” paintings in their vertical symmetry,
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